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Lesson Introduction

I'm starting to get a better ptet\xe of problem solving
Root cause AnalySIS, but I don't ttvnlc our suppliers
stop when they find thetr root causes.

11

It is not enough for a supplier to simply identify the
root cause of a problem. At DCMA, we want them to
correct the problem and take s teps to prevent it
from recurring.
We use c orrective acbon to achieve this.
This lesson introduces you to corrective actions and
how to isolate them. You wrll learn how to relate a
corrective action to its contr1butmg cause and then
examine a supplier's plan to correct an event based
problem.
Let's take a look at the objec tives for this lesson.
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Long Description
The mentor and the DCMA specialist continue their conversation. The DCMA specialist states, "I'm starting
to get a better picture of problem solving in Root Cause Analysis, but I don't think our suppliers stop
when they find their root causes." The mentor replies, "It is not enough for a supplier to simply identify
the root cause of a problem. At DCMA, we want them to correct the problem and take steps to prevent it
from recurring. We use corrective action to achieve this. This lesson introduces you to corrective actions
and how to isolate them. You will learn how to relate a corrective action to its contributing cause and then
examine a supplier's plan to correct an event based problem. Let's take a look at the objectives for this
lesson."
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Lesson Objectives

Temunal Leamtng ObJectJve - Given the root and cont:nbut>ng
causes of a sample event-based problem, analyze correctJve
actions proposed by the supplier.
This lesson has four obJectJves. Upon complebon, you should
be able to:
• Identify the process for evaluating correc tive ac tions.
• Isolate correc tive ac tion(s) for root cause(s).
• Relate correc tive ac tion(s) for contributing cause(s).
• Examine a correc tive action plan to an event- based
problem.
First, you w1U learn the purpose and definition of correctJve
actions and the process for evalua ting them.
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Corrective Acti on Purpose
The purpose of correcbve actions is to idenbfy aft
the steps that are necessary to:
• Prevent a problem from recurring

PROBLEM
Kitchen Fire

• Greatly reduce the probability that the
problem will recur
Suppliers crea te correc tive ac tions as a means to
evalua te a solu tion for each root cause and
contributing causes .
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Long Description
A gas stove is depicted with large flames consuming one of the burners. The image has a large
caption that says "PROBLEM Kitchen Fire".
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Corrective Acti on Types

Correcbve ac bons are the countermeasures taken agatnst root or contributing causes. The goal of
correcbve ac bons ts to aleviate or reduce the probability tha t the problem wil recur due to the same root
cause. In the Quality industry, corrective acbons are broken down into two types.
Click on each tab to learn more about the type o f ac bon.
Adaptive Action

Monit oring Action

Adap tive ac tion 1s the immediate action you take to
deal with the problem be fore thoroughly
inves tigating the root cause( s) .
T he goal o f adaptive ac tion is to allow you to live
with the effects of the event or minimize addi tional
damage as a result of the problem occurring.

Adaptive
Action
~

ContaJtVnent 1s an acbon inside an adaptive acbon.
ContaJtVnent IS a pt'OCess to determine the extent
of a problem or nonconformance. For a hardware
nonconformance, the supptier would look at Work In
Progress ( WIP), products in stores, produc ts
ge tting ready for delrvery and even what has
already been delivered to the customer . I f the
nonconformance was not determined to be an
' isolated case", the supplier would 'contain" the
nonconformance in o ther produc ts from moving any
further towards customer delivery.
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Popup Content
Adaptive Action
Adaptive action is the immediate action you take to deal with the problem before thoroughly
investigating the root cause(s).
The goal of adaptive action is to allow you to live with the effects of the event or minimize additional
damage as a result of the problem occurring.
Containment is an action inside an adaptive action. Containment is a process to determine the extent of
a problem or nonconformance. For a hardware nonconformance, the supplier would look at Work In
Progress (WIP), products in stores, products getting ready for delivery and even what has already been
delivered to the customer. If the nonconformance was not determined to be an "isolated case", the
supplier would "contain" the nonconformance in other products from moving any further towards
customer delivery.
Long Description
The gas stove with burner on fire is depicted again. A fire extinguisher is pointed at the fire. The
words "Adaptive Action" point to the fire extinguisher. There is a caption that says "Immediate",
"Minimizes Damage", and "Does not isolate the root cause of the problem".
Monitoring Action
Monitoring action is that action you take to check the effectiveness of your corrective action(s).
The goal is to inform you if the corrective action is not working or if the problem is recurring due to some
new root cause that was not identified earlier.

Long Description
The burner of the gas stove is depicted, but it is not on fire anymore. The graphic is labeled
"Monitoring Action". The burner is surrounded by the questions, "Is the burner clean?", "Was the gas
set too high?", and "Is the wiring faulty?" There is a caption that says "Investigative", "Prevents
recurring issues", and "Meant to find the root cause of a problem".
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Dispositioning Nonconformance

Before we talk about developing a process for evaluating corrective actions, it is worth mentioning that
there are actions that support the correc tive action process that generally occur prior to a root cause
analysis.
When nonconformance is found, the supplier not only performs containment actions, but they must
determine what to do with the nonconformance. In other words, how are they going to disposition the
nonconformance?
The supplier has several options :
I. Rework it to print.

2. Return it to the supplier if the product was purchased.
3. Scrap the product.
4. Repair the product nonconformance ( may require Government approval ) .
5. Use the product "as- is" without further action ( may require Government approval ) .
Once the supplier has formally dispositioned the nonconforming action, this action is typically referred to as
"correction of defect''. It is the action that has eliminated or reduced the effects o f the nonconformance
on the specific hardware that it was found on.
The action by the supplier of "correction of defect" only eliminates or reduces the effects of the
nonconformance on the specific hardware that it was found on, it will not prevent future
nonconformances.
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Why Develop 11 Process for Evaluating Corrective Actions ?
It is rmportant that supp6ers c ar efuly develop and
implement correctrve acbon( s) because :

• They may impllcate other problem areas

Investigation reveals that tho
burner is covered in grease

• They ensure safety
• They are economically sound
• They have a high reliability to prevent
recurrence
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Long Description
The burner is depicted again. It is on fire, and is covered in grease. The graphic is labeled "Possible
Causes". There is a caption that says "Investigation reveals that the burner is covered in grease".
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Corrective Action Development
Sometimes the root cause of a problem is POOR WORK
HABITS . This may appear to be an employee problem,
however, a robust RCA wil reveal whether the supplier's
training program ts adequate to prepare the employee to
accomphsh the task correctly. The supplier must look for
trends 1n their operation to assure tha t this 1s an isolated
case before they conclude tha t the root cause 1s
'operator error' and determine the corrective action to
be "retrain the employee." 'caution the operator," or to
"replace the employee ."

Riil
CAUSE
Poor work habits
resulting in a dirty,
greasy burner

Corrective actions are developed by suppliers after DCMA
or the supplier has reiected a product for
nonconformance. When they receive a Corrective Action
Request (CAR), a suppher typicaOy follows thts process:
• Formulate correcbve action(s) for the root cause
• Formulate correcbve action(s) for selected
contnbutmg causes
• Evaluate alternative corrective action(s)
• Select recommended correc tive action(s)
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Long Description
The burner is depicted again, but it is not on fire. It is covered in grease. The graphic is labeled
"ROOT CAUSE". There is a caption that says, "Poor work habits resulting in a dirty, greasy burner".
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Case Study
For Acme company and its problems, corrective
actions are less obvious. For this case study and
scenano, the company delivers humidity filters for
the U.S.M.C. The component filters humidity in the
Multi-Purpose Tent.
The delivery or filters in Lot 1223 from Acme
Company did not conform to design specifications.
The wrong fabric was used in the assembly of the
filters.
Acme Company has received a Product Quality
Deficiency Report (PQDR) from the customer, via
DCMA, and the supplier has drafted their response
to the Correcbve Action Request (CAR) in the form
of a Corrective Acbon Plan (CAP) for DCMA review.

USMC
HUMIDITYFILTER
fot Mutll·Purpose Tent

·
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ACME
Aane Company
4016 Cleveland Ave
St. LOUIS, MO 63110
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Case Study, Cont.

Acme Company has published a Corrective Action Plan ( CAP) to include an Action table and an Event and
Causal Factor chart. Your supervisor has tasked you to ensure the supplier has a process in place for
evaluating its corrective actions. First, read and review the excerpts from the company's CAP.
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Assembler
does NOT
Switch
Fabric
Cart

Assemb ler
builds
Lot 1223

Long Description
An Event Sequence Timeline is depicted. It has only four items on the main timeline. The start event
circle is labeled "Lot 1223 started", which points to a rectangle labeled "Assembler does NOT Switch
Fabric Cart", which points to a rectangle labeled "Assembler builds Lot 1223", which points to the end
event circle, which is labeled "Wrong fabric for Lot". Pointing to the first rectangle (Assembler does NOT
Switch Fabric Cart) is an oval labeled "Assembler does not meet job requirements". Also pointing to the
first rectangle is an oval labeled "Procedure ignored", which is pointed to by another oval labeled "Lack of
training" which is pointed to by another oval labeled "No foreman".
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Case Study, Cont.

I am from Acme Company, and w e wish to redeliv er the lot of
humidity filters for our tents. Are there any questions y ou w ant
to ask me about our process for ev aluating correctiv e actions?
Click on a ques tion and I'll explain our process.

How did you arrive at the root cause of the problem filters?
How did you treat the events that contributed to the root cause?
How did you evaluate your corrective actions?
How did you select your corrective actions?
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Popup Content
How did you arrive at the root cause of the problem filters?
We interviewed every employee that took part in the assembly of filters in Lot 1223. Although there
were several causes that contributed to the defect, the single most basic reason for the problem is that
our filter assembler did not speak or read English at the required level. If we correct this root cause,
then Acme Company will prevent any recurrence of that problem.
How did you treat the events that contributed to the root cause?
We started with our foreman on the assembly line. He is required to kick off each shift with a briefing.
Then we looked at our training program. We fixed it. We have posted the procedure for filter assembly at
the proper locations on the line. But most importantly, we have added a screening step in our hiring
process.
How did you evaluate your corrective actions?
We used an Event and Causal Factor chart to map our way through the problem. Every stakeholder in
the filter process was in the room. And then we used a series of questions to chart our contributing
causes. We then relied upon the experience of our shop and management teams to weigh the
importance and impact of each event on the outcome. We simply prioritized our factors.
How did you select your corrective actions?
For the root cause, we factored both federal and state laws into our hiring practices and determined
that our contract does allow us to screen applicants for English comprehension at the 10th grade level.
For contributing causes, our corrective actions were based on experience after a quick review of design
specifications and delivery standards.

Long Description
A supplier from Acme Company faces you. He says, "I am from Acme Company, and we wish to
redeliver the lot of humidity filters for our tents. Are there any questions you want to ask me about our
process for evaluating corrective actions? Click on a question and I'll explain our process."
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case Study Knowledge Review
Based on the Acme supplier's answers to the quesbons, does Acme
Company have an adequa te process for evaluating correctJVe
ac tions for root causes?

[./I

Yes

[

No

Check Answer

The best answer 1s Yes. The Acme supp~er's answers to the questions sugges t that Acme
Company's process of evaluation lead them to the best available corrective actJons .
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Corrective Action Summary
Does a supplier have to folow the Quality

industry standard and the process described
in this training?

I'm glad you're starting to see things through the eyes of
your suppriers.
No, their processes to evaluate ttieir correctJve actions can
be given to them through their own Qua~ty organizations or
manda ted from leadership in the company.
We have deliberately not given Acme Company a Quafity
component in order to expose problems for training
purposes.
For this scenario, it is not likely that Acme Company would
have a question and answer session with DCMA.
Let's isolate correc tive actions for root causes .
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Long Description
The mentor and the DCMA specialist continue their conversation. The DCMA specialist asks, "Does a
supplier have to follow the Quality industry standard and the process described in this training?" The
mentor replies, "I'm glad you're starting to see things through the eyes of your suppliers. No, their
processes to evaluate their corrective actions can be given to them through their own Quality
organizations or mandated from leadership in the company. We have deliberately not given Acme
Company a Quality component in order to expose problems for training purposes. For this scenario, it
is not likely that Acme Company would have a question and answer session with DCMA. Let's isolate
corrective actions for root causes."
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Isolating Corrective Actions
Suppfiers isolate thelf corrective actions by aslang
each act>on quest>ons to determine its viabiity. Ths
is typicaly performed as a group with stakeholders
in the room.

DAU News Flash

r

While no two suppliers are alike when formulatmg
corrective actions, some questions emerge as
common during the isolation process :
• I s this correc tive action related directly to the
root cause of the problem?

BODJANEGARA

• I s the corrective action within the capability
of the company to implement?
• Is the corrective action within the design
spectficat>ons and product requirements?
• Is the correctJve acbon safe for the end user?

Next, you win have an opportunity to isolate
correctJve acbons for root causes using an Acme
Company Map product.
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Long Description
A map is depicted on a document in the style of a newspaper. The newspaper-styled document is
entitled "DAU News Flash", "FRIENDLY FIRE!!", "Soldier Blames Bad Map!" Four people are looking at the
document. They are Meg, the team leader; Kim from Human Resources; Bob, the Line Foreman; and
Jim, the manager.
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Isolating Corrective Actions Knowledge Review 1
Study the plan and answer this question:

If Jim, the manager, asks his team to isolate the
correc bve ac bons for the first root cause ( SOI.DIER USED
A RED LENS FLASHLIGHT), then which of the foUowtng
factors are germane? ( Select all that apply)

[J I Change Map Specification

Corrective Action Plan

._and

to Green Ink

·--•!Mlont

,.,..root ttutiH

lhe u $ Army SOk!iet dd no1 ...
the Nd decy zone ooAcme
Con'9""Y
&ed ..,,_,

~

2 SoldM -

[J I Change Map Specification

ftjit" •O!Mil

to Add Warning

Soldier should Change Lens for Night Operations

Add Optional Lenses to Flashlight Training
Improve Night Operations Training

-

s.qiW- ...- - - ..

Check Answer
The correc t answers are the two t hat suggest
Acme Co mpany change the map specifications .
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Isolating Corrective Actions Knowledge Review 2
Study the plan and answer this question:

If Jim, the manager, asks his team to isolate the
correc bve ac bons for the second root cause ( SOLDIER
NEEDED M GHT TRAINING), then which of the foUow1ng
factors are germane? ( Select all that apply)

Corrective Action Plan

Change Map Specification to Green Ink

·--•!Mlont

,.,..root ttutiH

lhe u $ Army SOk!iet dd no1 ...
the Nd decy zone ooAcme
Con'9""Y
&ed ..,,_,

._and

~

2 SoldM -

[ I

Change Map Specification to Add Warning

[./I

Soldier should Change Lens for Night Opera t1ons

--

s.qiW- ...- - - ..

. / Add Optional Lenses to Flashlight Training
. / lmpfove Ntght Operations Training
Check Answer
The correc t answers are the three that do not
suggest Acme Company change the map
specifications .
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Isolating Corrective Actions Summary

I'm not sure the U.S. Army wil alow Acme
Company to change their enbre culture and
change the color of tnlc on maps.

I doubt they wiU, too, but it is iust one more detail to

consider as you work with your suppliers.
ln many ways, root cause analysis and corrective
acbons are legal arguments and yoor suppliers wil want
to ' touch al the bases'.
At DCMA, it is not likely that you wdl witness your
supplier isolating their correchve actions, but now you
know enough to determine if they have found a proper
correc tive ac tion for a root cause.
Now, le t's identify the relationships between correc tive
ac tions and contribu ting causes.
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Long Description
The mentor and the DCMA specialist continue their conversation. The DCMA specialist states, "I'm not
sure the U.S. Army will allow Acme Company to change their entire culture and change the color of ink on
maps." The mentor replies, "I doubt they will, too, but it is just one more detail to consider as you work
with your suppliers. In many ways, root cause analysis and corrective actions are legal arguments and
your suppliers will want to 'touch all the bases'. At DCMA, it is not likely that you will witness your supplier
isolating their corrective actions, but now you know enough to determine if they have found a proper
corrective action for a root cause. Now, let's identify the relationships between corrective actions and
contributing causes."
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Relating Corrective Actions lo Contr ibuting ca11SeS
The level or detaa in a supptier's response to a
Corrective Action Request can vary depending on
the Level or CAR received from DCMA.
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Acme Company

Corrective Action Plan
_ Identify the RC of the noncompliance.
_ Identify the CA to eliminate/prevent RC.
_ Identify the CA to correct the RC.
_ Identify other processes affected by RC.
_ Identify other services/products affected.
_ Identify CAs for contributing causes.
_ Identify target dates for all actions.
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Long Description
The failure review board is assembled again. The failure review board members are Meg, the team
leader; Kit from Quality Assurance; Bob, the line foreman; and Jim the manager. The board members
are looking at a Corrective Action Plan from Acme Company. The Corrective Action Plan is formatted as a
checklist of items. The items are: Identify the RC of the noncompliance; Identify the CA to eliminate/
prevent RC; Identify the CA to correct the RC; Identify other processes affected by RC; Identify other
services/products affected; Identify CAs for contributing causes; and Identify target dates for all actions.
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case Study Introduction

Acme Company has met and drafted their response to a Correcbve Action Plan. But therr Correcbve
Actions have been detached from their Contributing causes.

In the fo8owing pages, you will be asked to match the correcbve actions to their contnbuting cause.
A CorrectJve Action Plan training graphic will be available to you throughout the next pages to help you
answer a senes of questions.
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case Study Knowledge Review 1
In the graphic, whtch corrective action matches the

contribubng cause •stvft turnover not performed or
completed property"?
1
S hift turnove r not
performed or completed
properly

I3

Add le glbllltv t o Qunlltv
Aa1urn11co chockll1l1

2

~ Improve tre lnln9 t; - i

., 4

~ g•ln proficlen~

""

•

The correct answer is 4 - a problem caused by an
impro per o r Incomplete shift turnover is most
likely t o be corrected by have the foreman on
s cene t o lead shift changes.
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Long Description
AA document labeled Acme Corrective Action Plan is shown. It is a table with two columns. The left
column is labeled "Contributing Cause". The right column is labeled "Corrective Action". The Contributing
Cause column has a contributing cause listed. The Corrective Action column has four possible corrective
actions listed, but the document has been torn in half down the middle, and the corrective actions have
been shuffled, so they no longer align with their respective contributing cause. This indicates that the
corrective actions on the right must be matched to their respective contributing cause on the left. Listed
under the Contributing Cause column on the left is "Shift turnover not performed or completed properly"
is left. The possible Corrective Actions are: 1. Add legibility to Quality Assurance checklists. 2. Improve
training to gain proficiency. 3. Contract and Quality goal shall be posted for viewing. Last is 4. Foreman on
scene to lead shift changes.
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case Study Knowledge Review 2
In the graphic, whtch corrective action matches the

contribubng cause 'Excessive noise level caused
assembler to miss alarm'?

l x ~eulve

noise le vel

c•u1ed assembler to miss

olarm

I2

Add le glbllltv t o Qunlltv
A11urn11co chockll1l1

1

., 3

""
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The correct answer is 3 - a problem caused
by excessive noi.s e is most likely t o be
corrected by Inst alling a vis ual alarm .
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Long Description
A document labeled Acme Corrective Action Plan is shown. It is a table with two columns. The left column
is labeled "Contributing Cause". The right column is labeled "Corrective Action". The Contributing Cause
column has a possible contributing cause listed. The Corrective Action column has four possible corrective
actions listed, but the document has been torn in half down the middle, and the corrective actions have
been shuffled, so they no longer align with their respective contributing cause. This indicates that the
corrective actions on the right must be matched to their respective contributing cause on the left. In the
Contributing Cause column, only the cause "Excessive noise level caused assembler to miss alarm" is left.
The possible Corrective Actions are: 1. Add legibility to Quality Assurance checklists. 2. Foreman on scene
to lead shift changes. 3. Install a visual alarm on the equipment. Last is 4. Analyze task requirements to
add planning stage.
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case Study Knowledge Review 3
In the graphic, whtch corrective action matches the

contribubng cause •insufficient time to prepare for
tasks•?

Correctiv" 'Action Plan
c.ntritMAa.,. ~--

1
Jn1ufncient time to
prepa re ror tasks

I4

Review atafflng plnn and
adapt to requlrornents

3

~ Analyze U1k requ1rementsl

., 2

~ to •dd

""

•

pt1nnln9 1t-.9e

Add lqlbllity to Quolity
Assurance Cihe<klilts

The correct answer is 2 - a problem caused
by insufficient time to prepare for tasks Is
most likely t o be corrected by analyzing
task requirements to add a planning stage.
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Long Description
A document labeled Acme Corrective Action Plan is shown. It is a table with two columns. The left column
is labeled "Contributing Cause". The right column is labeled "Corrective Action". The Contributing Cause
column has a possible contributing cause listed. The Corrective Action column has four possible corrective
actions listed, but the document has been torn in half down the middle, and the corrective actions have
been shuffled, so they no longer align with their respective contributing cause. This indicates that the
corrective actions on the right must be matched to their respective contributing cause on the left. In the
Contributing Cause column, only the cause "Insufficient time to prepare for tasks" is left. The possible
Corrective Actions are: 1. Review staffing plan and adapt to requirements. 2. Analyze task requirements
to add planning stage. 3. Add legibility to Quality Assurance checklists. Last is 4. Improve training to gain
proficiency.
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case Study Knowledge Review 4
In the graphic, whtch corrective action matches the

contribubng cause "Techrucal drawing ilegible - Font
too sman•1

Correctiv" 'Action Plan
c.ntritMAa.,. ~--

./ 1
Technlc• I drawing
Illegible  Font too sm all

I4

Add legl bllltv t o Qunlltv
Aa1urn11co chockll1l1

3

~· ~;~nd generator t~

2

""

.-J~~cco;;:n;;;t;;;ract and Qu•htv

•

goals ahall be poated 10<
.c...._...;v,;,;
iewlng

The correct answer is 1 - a problem caused
by illeglble drawings is most likely to be
prevented by adding a legibility checkpoint
at the Quality Assurance step.
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Long Description
A document labeled Acme Corrective Action Plan is shown. It is a table with two columns. The left column
is labeled "Contributing Cause". The right column is labeled "Corrective Action". The Contributing Cause
column has a possible contributing cause listed. The Corrective Action column has four possible corrective
actions listed, but the document has been torn in half down the middle, and the corrective actions have
been shuffled, so they no longer align with their respective contributing cause. This indicates that the
corrective actions on the right must be matched to their respective contributing cause on the left. In the
Contributing Cause column, only the cause "Technical drawing illegible - Font too small" is left. The
possible Corrective Actions are: 1. Add legibility to Quality Assurance checklists. 2. Ground generator to
the earth. 3. Contract and Quality goals shall be posted for viewing. Last is 4. Review staffing plan and
adjust to requirements.
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Relating Corrective Actions lo Contributing causes Summnry
Wil I have access to our supplier's responses
to Corrective Action Requests and their

Corrective Action Plan?

If you are given access to the CAR eTool and your
supervisor assigns you to a review task, then yes, you
will be able to read a supplier's response.
no t expect the supplier to make too many errors
when rela ting a correctrve act>on to a contributing
cause. Remember, they want to solve the problem,
too, and it's in their best interest to get back on track.

Do

Next, you will see a corrective action plan and be able
to see the relationship between correc tive actions and
the event-based problem.
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Long Description
The mentor and the DCMA specialist continue their conversation. The DCMA specialist asks, "Will I have
access to our supplier's responses to Corrective Action Requests and their Corrective Action Plans?" The
mentor replies, "If you are given access to the CAR eTool and your supervisor assigns you to a review
task, then yes, you will be able to read a supplier's response. Do not expect the supplier to make too
many errors when relating a corrective action to a contributing cause. Remember, they want to solve the
problem, too, and it's in their best interest to get back on track. Next, you will see a corrective action
plan and be able to see the relationship between corrective actions and the event-based problem."
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Event-Based Problem Example

An event-based problem is illustrated below in the diagram. Note the start and stop circles, then trace
the steps through the primary events marked by rectangles. Then review the contributing causes in the
ovals . Note the relationship between the ovals and the rec tangles they point to. When examining a
Correc tive Ac tion Plan that is built from an event-based problem, ensure there is a correc tive ac tion for
every contributing cause.
During our Root Cause Analysis, we came up with
the Cause and Event Fac tor Chart that you see
here. This chart formed the basis for our
Corrective Ac tion Plan.

Supplier
adds filter
to RADAR
console

Sh ipya rd
installs
console on
ship

Ship remain
in shipyard
for 12 more
months

Ship under
way for sea
t rials - console
energized
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Operator
m isses

ind ica tion

RADAR
Console
Overheats

Long Description
The supplier from Acme company says to you "During our Root Cause Analysis, we came up with the
Cause and Event Factor Chart that you see here. This chart formed the basis for our Corrective Action
Plan." Beneath the supplier is an Event Sequence Timeline. The start event circle is labeled "Supplier adds
filter to Radar console". This points to the first primary event rectangle, which is labeled "Shipyard installs
console on ship", which is pointed to by an oval labeled "No acceptance by U.S. Navy". The second
primary event rectangle is labeled "Ship remain in shipyard for 12 more months" and it is pointed to by
an oval labeled "Dust collects in filter". The third primary event rectangle is labeled "Ship underway for
sea trials - console energized" and it is pointed to by two ovals, one of which is labeled "No filter
maintenance by U.S.N.", and the other of which is labeled "No filter maintenance by shipyard". The fourth
primary event rectangle is labeled "Console Overtemp Light illuminates", and it has no ovals pointing to it.
The fifth and last primary event rectangle is labeled "Operator misses indication", and it is pointed to by
an oval labeled "Training not Adequate". Finally, this points to the end event circle, which is labeled
"RADAR Console Overheats".
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Examine a Corrective Action Plan

You have received a response to a Correc tive Ac tion Request (CAR) from Acme Company regarding the
RADAR Console overheating. Examine the Correc tive Ac tion Plan provided to ensure there is a Correc tive
Ac tion for every contributing cause on the diagram. Then answer the question on the next frame.
Click here to open the Corrective Action Plan.

Contributing Cause
Upon installation, console
O\Ynership \YCIS not established
between USN and shipyard.

Supplier
adds filter
to RADAR
console

Sh ipya rd
installs
console on
ship

Ship rema in
in shipyard
for 12 more
months

Ship under
way for sea
t rials - console
energized
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ind ication

RADAR
Console
Overheats

Long Description
The Event Sequence Timeline from the previous page is depicted. Again, the start event circle is labeled
"Supplier adds filter to Radar console". This points to the first primary event rectangle, which is labeled
"Shipyard installs console on ship", which is pointed to by an oval labeled "No acceptance by U.S. Navy".
The secord primary event rectangle is labeled "Ship remain in shipyard for 12 more months" and it is
pointed to by an oval labeled "Dust collects in filter". The third primary event rectangle is labeled "Ship
underway for sea trials - console energized" and it is pointed to by two ovals, one of which is labeled "No
filter maintenance by U.S.N.", and the other of which is labeled "No filter maintenance by shipyard". The
fourth primary event rectangle is labeled "Console Overtemp Light illuminates", and it has no ovals
pointing to it. The fifth and last primary event rectangle is labeled "Operator misses indication", and it is
pointed to by an oval labeled "Training not Adequate". Finally, this points to the end event circle, which
is labeled "RADAR Console Overheats".
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Examine a Corrective Action Plan Knowledge Review
Based on your exarrunabon of the Corrective Acbon Plan, whtch Correc tive
Action (CA) did Acme Company list for the contnbuting cause labeled:
After instalabon, the console filter trapped 12 months' worth of
shipyard and construcbon dust?
Supplier 1s studying measure to add OVERTEMP audio
alarm as a redundant measure
Supplier will add filter cleaning warning to console
On/Off switch and delivery instructions
Supplier will add a step to the delivery instructions
to ensure filter is maintained
Supplier will petibon program office for console tech
asstst poor to light off and acceptance
1

The best answer 1s the Correc tive Action listed as - Supplier will add filter cleaning warning to
console On /Off switch and delivery instructions.
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Examine a Corrective Action Plan Summary
Wil every Correcbve Acbon Plan contain a

cause and Event Factor Chart for me to
examine?

No. It is not likely that your suppliers will provide
such a chart. Yet, 1t 1s sba a good training
exercise for you to folow . Besides, as an exercise,
you may wish to create your own chart based on
the Corrective Acbons in a supplier's plan.
Remember, your supervisor can task you with
performing a local Root Cause Analysis on an
interoffice problem.
Be prepared.
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Long Description
The mentor and the DCMA specialist continue their conversation. The DCMA specialist asks, "Will every
Corrective Action Plan contain a Cause and Event Factor Chart for me to examine?" The mentor replies,
"No. It is not likely that your suppliers will provide such a chart. Yet, it is still a good training exercise
for you to follow. Besides, as an exercise, you may wish to create your own chart based on the
Corrective Actions in a supplier's plan. Remember, your supervisor can task you with performing a local
Root Cause Analysis on an interoffice problem. Be prepared."
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Lesson Complelion

You have completed the content for this lesson.
To continue, selec t another lesson from the Table of Contents on the left.
If you have closed or hidden the Table of Contents, click the Show TOC
button at the top 1n the Atlas navigation bar.
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